Stretch your middle- and higher-ability
Key Stage 3 Geography pupils, and prepare
them for further study with a brand-new series:

Exploring Geography in a

Changing World
Challenging content for real-life geography

Author:
Simon Ross

Are you worried that your brightest pupils are getting bored
in Geography lessons? Have they lost their interest in and
sense of wonder about places and people? Does your
current Key Stage 3 course have any relevance to the
modern world?

Reinvigorate their – and your – passion for Geography with
Exploring Geography in a Changing World. A brand-new
series for the new Programme of Study, it is designed to
motivate and stimulate pupils with challenging content,
fascinating practical activities and an emphasis on ‘thinking
skills’.

Hodder Education provides innovative resources to support teachers through
the new Programmes of Study. Our resources put the aims of the revised
curriculum at their core, making them equally appropriate for teachers who
wish to follow our clear and considered routes through the new curriculum,
and those who want a more flexible approach. At the heart of our offer is a
commitment to personalisation of content and learning through brand-new
electronic resources built in our Dynamic Learning environment. Find out more
at www.dynamic-learning.co.uk
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Why choose Exploring Geography in a Changing World?
It can help you to encourage more pupils to progress to GCSE because it
emphasises the relevance of Geography in the modern world and provides a
solid foundation of knowledge and skills, so pupils are motivated to continue.
If you’re concerned that the case studies in your current Key Stage 3 course
have grown old and tired, then Exploring Geography in a Changing World will
breathe new life into your lessons. Issue-based case studies and opportunities
for fieldwork are combined with decision-making tasks that are related to realworld situations, so pupils can see the importance of Geography for themselves.
Dynamic Learning technology will enrich your lessons with interactive digital
activities, develop pupils’ ICT skills and help to personalise their learning,
ensuring you get excellent value for money from these electronic resources.
It covers the key content and skills of the revised National Curriculum
because it follows the structure at the core of the new Geography Programme of
Study (developing from the local to the national and global scales).
Author Simon Ross is a practising Head of Geography and a winner of a
Geographical Association award, so you can be confident that the material is
reliable, appropriate and authoritative.
Finally, it is affordable and offers value for money because the course only
contains vital components, rather than lots of extraneous components that fail to
add value.

Don’t just take our word for it – Order your FREE Year 7 Pupil’s Book* today and see for yourself!
Tel: 01235 827720 • Fax: 01235 400401 • E-Mail: education@bookpoint.co.uk • www.hoddereducation.co.uk
* One per UK educational establishment only.
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Pages from Year 7 Pupil's Book

G

At the end of each chapter, the
Issue contextualises what pupils
have covered in the rest of the
chapter into a real world situation,
as they consider a geographical
issue

G

Maps of the UK are revisited to enable
pupils to become familiar with the major
landmarks and locations. Chapter 2 is
specifically devoted to map skills, but
opportunities to work with, examine and
draw maps are developed throughout the
book
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G

The issues in Book 1 are all UK-based,
while Book 2 and Book 3 cover European
and Global issues respectively – reflecting
the structure of the new Programme of
Study
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G

Challenging activities combine map skills
with geographical decision-making, to
really stretch your brightest pupils

G

Each chapter opens with an attentiongrabbing visual to get pupils interested in
the topic they are about to study

G

Each chapter begins with an outline
of what pupils will be covering in
that chapter to focus learning

Don’t just take our word for it – Order your FREE Year 7 Pupil’s Book* today and see for yourself!
Tel: 01235 827720 • Fax: 01235 400401 • E-Mail: education@bookpoint.co.uk • www.hoddereducation.co.uk
* One per UK educational establishment only.
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Pages from Year 7 Pupil's Book

G

ICT Activities are used throughout to encourage
pupils to carry out their own research on the
web. Some tasks are open-ended, others point
them to specific websites
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G

Detailed instructions are given to enable
pupils to carry out their own fieldwork and
become geographers themselves
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G

Local Fieldwork is a feature visited
throughout the series, to enable pupils to
put into practice what they are learning
on the pages

Screen from Year 7 Dynamic Learning
Network Edition CD-ROM

G

Launch digital resources straight from the Pupil's
Book pages or the Resources menu using Dynamic
Learning technology

Unforgettable lessons at the click of a mouse!
Dynamic Learning is the simplest, most powerful way of bringing learning to life in the
classroom. Wow your students with stunning video, photos and illustrations projected
full-size on screen. Involve them with easy-to-use interactive activities. Engage them with
customised lessons built especially for them with our intuitive Lesson Builder.
Visit www.dynamic-learning.co.uk to find out more and to view a demo.

Don’t just take our word for it – Order your FREE Year 7 Pupil’s Book* today and see for yourself!
Tel: 01235 827720 • Fax: 01235 400401 • E-Mail: education@bookpoint.co.uk • www.hoddereducation.co.uk
* One per UK educational establishment only.
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Screens from Year 7 Dynamic Learning Network Edition CD-ROM

G

All spreads from the Pupil's Book are
available to select in Dynamic Learning

G
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Hover over an element on the
spread to see associated
resources
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G

Enlarge artwork and photos, and make your own annotations using the handy Toolbox

G
G

Personalise lessons by rearranging the pre-loaded resources
and importing your own, using Lesson Builder

Worksheets (available from both the Dynamic
Learning Network Edition CD-ROM and the Teacher's
Resource Book) support the Pupil's Book and can
also be used as standalone activities

Don’t just take our word for it – Order your FREE Year 7 Pupil’s Book* today and see for yourself!
Tel: 01235 827720 • Fax: 01235 400401 • E-Mail: education@bookpoint.co.uk • www.hoddereducation.co.uk
* One per UK educational establishment only.
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How does the course work?
For each Year at Key Stage 3, Exploring Geography in a Changing World
comprises a:
G Pupil’s Book
G Dynamic Learning Network Edition CD-ROM
G Teacher’s Resource Book

A progressive place-specific structure across the three Pupil’s Books
(UK/Europe/Global) helps to establish a learning framework for the entire course.
Key geographical themes, such as the Physical Environment, People, Settlement,
Economic Activities and Quality of Life, are revisited throughout the series.

The Year 7 Pupil’s Book explores a range of place-based content from the UK
including the Boscastle flood, quarrying in the Peak District and the development
of the 2012 Olympics site in London.

The Year 8 Pupil’s Book focuses on the geography of Europe and includes
investigations into future sources of energy in Europe, and the threat of the
eruption of Mount Vesuvius.

The Year 9 Pupil’s Book features global issues such as population distribution,
the contrast between rich and poor societies, and environmental concerns.

The Dynamic Learning Network Edition CD-ROMs support the Pupil’s Books
with GIS web-based activities, unique video clips, animations and quizzes, useful
web links and teacher guidance (including worksheets and advice).
Printed Teacher’s Resource Books for each year are also available providing
comprehensive coverage of the Pupil’s Books, additional material to stretch
pupils, and a CD-ROM of worksheets.
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Remember, Exploring Geography in a Changing World:
G Stretches your pupils and provides a solid foundation of knowledge and skills

for progression to GCSE because the content is challenging and emphasises
‘thinking skills’
G Gives you the confidence that you are covering the key content and skills of

the revised National Curriculum because it follows the structure at the core of
the new Geography Programme of Study
G Freshens up the subject with issue-based case studies, opportunities for

fieldwork and decision-making tasks that are related to real-world situations
G Enriches lessons with interactive activities, develops ICT skills, and helps to

personalise learning for pupils because it includes Dynamic Learning
technology
G Offers reliable, appropriate and contemporary material because it is written

by an award-winning author and practising Head of Geography

Simon Ross, author of Exploring Geography in a Changing World:
“Now, more than ever, geography is a key subject to understanding our
world and our place within it. I wanted to write a series that takes
geography and pupils seriously. A series that uses real places, people and
issues to enthuse pupils, and that stretches them to become skilled
geographers. Geography is about today and tomorrow and I hope that
Exploring Geography in a Changing World will bring a renewed
enthusiasm to pupils' understanding of the world around them.”

Don’t just take our word for it – Order your FREE Year 7 Pupil’s Book* today and see for yourself!
Tel: 01235 827720 • Fax: 01235 400401 • E-Mail: education@bookpoint.co.uk
* One per UK educational establishment only.
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Exploring Geography in a

Changing World
Challenging content for real-life geography
Sign up for your FREE Year 7 Pupil’s Book* today!
* One per UK educational establishment only.

For further information…
Tel: 020 7873 6247
Fax: 020 7873 6299
E-Mail: somik.halder@hodder.co.uk

To order…
Tel: 01235 827720
Fax: 01235 400401
E-Mail: education@bookpoint.co.uk

To arrange an appointment with your local Hodder Education Sales
Consultant…
Tel: 020 7873 6272
Fax: 020 7873 6299
E-Mail: educationenquiries@hodder.co.uk

www.hoddereducation.co.uk
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